
tiMexpeRt Lift(in)
a neW eRa in LiftinG sKinCaRe 





TIMEXPERT LIFT(IN) is the latest anti-ageing achievement of the GERMAINE DE CAPUCCINI 
laboratories.

The secret? V-Matrix, a high-performance complex programmed to work on the root of the 
problem.  The lifting is generated inside to become visible outside.

A new era in the search for firmness that, emulating the surgical lifting, provides a global 
result from Three Vectors of Rejuvenation.

Lifts fiLLs in tautens

tHe sKinCaRe LiftinG 
BeGins in tHe BOOtH

VECTOR-3 FIRMNESS AND DENSITY ADVANCED PROGRAMME offers visible results from 
the first session. Its exclusive professional application method intensifies the lifting action.

features are lifted. Wrinkles are less visible.

Facial volumes are filled in and repositioned. The oval redefines its contours.

tiMexpeRt Lift(in)
a neW eRa in LiftinG sKinCaRe 



VECTOR LIFT
MASTER FIRMNESS SERUM
Spectacularly corrects the most evident signs of ageing. Provides firmness and 
redefines the facial oval. The volumes increase. Minimises dilated pores.

A jewel of anti-ageing technology.

SUPREME DEFINITION CREAM
First treatment with the innovative Alpha-Gel Technology that generates a 
“second-skin” effect of powerful anti-ageing action.

The moment it is applied the skin is smoothed, it is transformed. With the 
continued treatment the facial oval is redefined, the skin is reinforced, lines and 
wrinkles are smoothed.

Essential ally of women who look for evident results from the first day.

Firmer skin* 86%

Globally rejuvenated face* 75%
*Self-evaluation test carried out on volunteers between 37 and 66 years of age who used the serum 
VECTOR LIFT and the SUPREME DEFINITION CREAM for one month.

THE SKINCARE LIFTING
CONTINUES AT HOME

TIMExPERT LIFT(IN)
A NEw ERA IN LIFTING SKINCARE 



neCK and dÉCOLLetaGe tauteninG 
and fiRMinG CReaM
Specific care with a powerful lifting and anti-oxidising action. In just three weeks it 
tautens and readjusts the loose skin of the neck. The contour is redefined. Wrinkles are 
smoothed. Skin is rejuvenated.

Essential complement from the age of 40 onwards.

Less visible wrinkles* 80%

Less flaccidity and sagging of the 
double chin* 94%

*Self-evaluation test carried out on volunteers between 40 and 69 years of age who used the NECK AND 
DÉCOLLETAGE TAUTENING AND FIRMING CREAM for one month.



YOu WiLL find GeRMaine de CapuCCini’s 
pROduCts in tHe Best pROfessiOnaL 

aestHetiCs CentRes and spas aROund 
tHe WORLd

www.germaine-de-capuccini.com


